Welcome to Peer Led Undergraduate Studying (PLUS)!

What’s PLUS?

We want your input! Take this short survey for a chance to win a $30 gift certificate to UT coop or Amazon!

Looking for a study group?

What’s PLUS?

I (might) want to attend a study group...

* Attend at any point during the semester

Why study alone?

Study groups start the week of September 13th - check Canvas or our webpage for dates, times, and locations.

Visit our Facebook page (or twitter, PLUSatUT) to see what people are saying.

Attend your PLUS study group

Keep up with the material

What can I expect from a PLUS study group?

Ielian
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**I am a Peer Coordinator (PC)**

*PC Job Description

* Shortcuts to links, surveys, and all things PLUS

* Creating Agendas

* Weekly Planning Meeting Guidelines, Examples, Activities, Wisdom, Best Practices, and Team Roster template

* Leadership, Management Tools, Coaching, and Thought Nuggets

* Library of Wisdom, Actionable Ideas

* PLUS Semester at a Glance

* Upload your agendas in Box

* Anticipated number of facilitators

---

**I am an instructor**

* How to support high-quality PLUS groups

* Care and feeding of your peer coordinator (PC)

* Why PLUS? General information on the program

---

**I am a facilitator**

* Facilitator job description

* Now what? How to get started

* My weekly planning meeting

* Help! My study group room is locked

* How do I use the projector/computer in the study group room?

* Printing agendas and materials for study groups

* Attendance steps (attendance quiz)

* Ice Breakers! And more! And more! Keep doing ice breakers till attendees naturally feel comfortable with each other.

* Tools to encourage participation (and embracing introverts)

* Promoting quality study groups (tools, and video)

* Navigating uncomfortable study group situations

* Observation Rubric

* Ways to Motivate and Engage attendees (thanks to Leadership and Ethics Institute)

* Improve my skills: SEED workshops throughout the semester

---

Apply to become a facilitator
Who?
Any student registered in a PLUS-supported course is eligible.

What?
Work with a partner to facilitate one weekly study group. Prepare as a group: meet regularly to plan with other preceptors, an experienced former student, and the professor.

Why?
You’ll get extensive training in group leadership and facilitation skills.

Check out our video for an overview of how the program works

Please be patient. This video can take as long as a minute to load.